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The Rats of Us. 10\/10. I'm really enjoying this game, It's a pleasant blend of casual and hardcore. you get to have clutch
moments with last-minute saves and also time to breathe between waves. The progression is well thought out and seems
balanced. There could be a little more content in terms of fortification options I think, but as a whole the balance is very good as
is.

8/10. I highly recommend this game with the widescreen, 60FPS and full controller support patches found here - 
https://pcgamingwiki.com/wiki/Indiana_Jones_and_the_Emperor%27s_Tomb#Video_settings

In general the game performs aswell as you would expect a thrid person game from 2003 to perform, however it sill has that
Indiana Jones magic and feel!. Great game! Huge fan of the LEGO Games, would recommend to anybody!. First let me state: I
like the game being at 800x600 windowed, and not being able to manually save means very little.

So why can't I recommend this game? Glaring combat issues. Your available actions are dictated by RNG, and there outcomes
also seem to be dictated by RNG sometimes, but you don't know for sure, because the game doesn't explain $#!7. You get
punished for not making mistakes, while the AI just does stupid things while you sit back and can't punish them because of how
combat works. It's entirely unfun, and honestly frustrating at times.. u can't even play this♥♥♥♥♥♥ it doesn't work, u can't
change the setting or the controls
the problem isn't with the game, but with the port for PC they did, on their other games of the series there's no problem, but this
one is totally trash, making the only choice to play this is only on console PS4 or PSvita,but will be better than PC for such a
game,
so disappointing. Can't recommend it in it's current state.
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Now I can get ready for exams on steam
10\/10 would cheat again. Bought "High Crimes DLC" today, can't find it in game even after following what the developer said.
:(
"make sure your game don`t require update, then just click continue in main menu of Party Hard, and you will see two hands
with labels under them, one is - standard campaign, the second one is dlc campaign. Have a nice party ;)"

15\/11\/16
Thx 4 the reupload! Everything is good 2 go now!
Nice game indeed 8\/10. Not even worth to spend time on to write a negative review... wait a minute. An intriguing and very
short experimental story game.

There's a lot of creative potential here, but in my opinion it should been made as a free experience rather than a game sold for
money (even if it is cheap).. great VR experience, i wish it was a bit more on the horror side.
awesome to see a VR AAA game that is worth a 2nd play through. The game lacked content which caused a lack of interest, to
which i tried to exit the game but the only interactive segment stayed on screen, causing me to have to enter taskmananger to
manually close it.This game has potential but needs more effort put into it.. I posted a yes recommend because it's fun for a few
hours clicking away.

 I haven't really got very far into the scenarios but I'm afraid to say I'm already bored. I love this type of game but there is just
too much clicking back and forth, I wish there was a way to automate the sales contracts. Other things seem to be a bit of a
mystery, needed better accounting, things happen that I didn't seem to have much control of - in short, the problems are too
much clicking and not enough control/visibility on what is happenning.

That said, they have all the components of a great oil game, just missed the game play aspects a bit.. An interesting puzzle
mechanic, but there's absolutely no elements of a dating simulator other than different pictures above each puzzle. Your dates
have no personality and have minimal impact on the gameplay.. A lot of people don't seem to like this game. (I guess if you
expect platforming and controls similar to Supermeat Boy, that could be a problem.)

This is a fun little game that reminds me of Commander Keen (sans pogo stick) and a little of Metroid for some reason.

If you want a game that lets you brag about how sooper-1337 you are, don't buy this. If you just want a fun casual game, give
this a shot!. Ok, just got done with it today. I like the gameplay and concept. I will say that the game feels short for the $20 and
I would hope some more levels would come out at sometime.
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